Diamond Capture Intelligent Automation Solutions, LLC
Stratosphere Consulting and Diamond Capture announce the formation of an SBA 8(a) joint venture.
Company is focused on delivering intelligent automation solutions to Federal, State and Local
government entities on the Pegasystems platform.
The new firm combines Diamond Capture’s decades of Federal enterprise software solutions and sales
success with Stratosphere Consulting’s experience and skills as a key Pega® partner in the public sector.
Stratosphere Consulting believes in making organizations more efficient, work more meaningful, and
constituent engagement more impactful. Since their inception, Stratosphere Consulting has leveraged
its expertise in rapid application development and enterprise architecture for Pega® applications to
guide their clients to getting the most out of their implementation portfolio. Stratosphere Consulting
has worked to deliver critical applications in both federal and state government agencies, including the
Internal Revenue Service, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the US Marshals Service, the US
Department of Agriculture, the US Census Bureau, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the State of
California’s Department of Public Health, the State of Maine, and many more.
Diamond Capture delivers enterprise software solutions. Diamond Capture forms partnerships with
major, enterprise software companies like Pega and SAP and establishes 8(a) joint ventures with
established, elite delivery partners like Stratosphere. Diamond Capture is a minority owned,
economically disadvantaged, small business certified by the Small Business Administration as an 8(a)
company. Diamond Capture’s principals have many decades of Federal and Public Sector enterprise
solutions development and sales experience. Diamond’s approach is to show that the solution works in
the customer environment via Proofs of Concept and then moving into full production.
“We are extremely excited about the opportunity to leverage our combined experience in bringing
digital transformation and intelligent automation solutions to the Federal government,” notes Colin
Campbell, founder and CEO of Stratosphere Consulting. “The significant depth of experience possessed
by Diamond Capture, coupled with the proven power of the Pega platform, is an advantage that will
provide substantial benefits both to government agencies and the constituents they serve.”
Bailey Spencer, Co-owner and Partner of Diamond Capture stated, “There is already considerable
interest across the Public Sector market in this new venture. Pega is experiencing very rapid growth
across all levels of government. Stratosphere has earned a superior reputation for both mastery of the
Pega platform and for quality and on-time delivery. Diamond Capture is honored to be teamed with
such a distinguished joint venture partner.”
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